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Secure Communities: Mission

Secure Communities is a comprehensive
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
initiative to modernize the criminal alien
enforcement process. It supports public safety by
strengthening efforts to identify and remove the
most dangerous criminal aliens from the United
States. Congress appropriated $1.4 billion to U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) for
criminal alien enforcement efforts.
Secure Communities is built on three pillars that
address the frequent challenges associated with
accurately identifying and successfully removing
criminal aliens from the United States.

IDENTIFY
The Challenge:

Arrestees often use aliases and furnish
other false biographic data, which can make it
difficult to properly determine their immigration
status. Relying on this biographic data alone slows
federal officials’ ability to accurately and efficiently
identify the immigration history of criminals booked
into local custody, and on probation and parole.
The Solution:
Modernize Criminal Alien Identification
Using Biometrics

New technology being deployed across the country
enables the criminal alien’s fingerprints to be
checked against DHS’s biometric database. This
technology and the use of biometrics helps to more
accurately and efficiently confirm a suspect’s identity
because, unlike a name or date of birth, biometrics
are almost impossible to forge.

Secure Communities Fact Sheet

– September 1, 2009

Identify criminal aliens through
modernized information sharing
Prioritize enforcement actions to
ensure apprehension and removal of
dangerous criminal aliens
Transform criminal alien
enforcement processes and systems to
achieve lasting results

ICE, along with the FBI and DHS’s US-VISIT
Program provide the technology to help local law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) complete an
integrated records check to determine both the
criminal history and immigration status of individuals
in their custody.
A single submission of fingerprints as part of the
normal criminal booking process automatically
checks for information in both the Integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS)
of the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) Division and the Automated Biometric
Identification System (IDENT) of DHS’s US-VISIT
Program.
The LEA continues to be notified when there is a
positive identification within IAFIS. Now, both ICE
and the LEA can be notified when a match occurs in
IDENT.
ICE evaluates each case to determine the individual’s
immigration status and communicate their findings to
local law enforcement within a few hours.

www.ICE.gov/Secure_Communities
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PRIORITIZE
The Challenge:

The size, location, and characteristics of
the nation’s criminal alien population are based on
estimates, making it difficult to strategically assess
operational needs and deploy resources to identify
and remove criminal aliens.
The Solution:
Prioritize Enforcement Actions

Secure Communities is using a risk-based approach
to prioritize enforcement actions involving criminal
aliens. ICE is focusing efforts first and foremost on
the most dangerous criminal aliens currently charged
with, or previously convicted of, the most serious
criminal offenses. ICE will give priority to those
offenses including, crimes involving national
security, homicide, kidnapping, assault, robbery, sex
offenses, and narcotics violations carrying sentences
of more than one year.
By prioritizing the removal of the most dangerous
criminals, Secure Communities enables ICE to
heighten public safety while reducing disruption to
communities and law-abiding immigrant families.

Deployment Strategy:

Beginning in October 2008, ICE prioritized
deployment of biometric identification capability
to high-risk jurisdictions. Continued deployment

TRANSFORM
The Challenge:

The deployment of biometric
identification capability to more than 30,000 local
jails and booking locations nationwide will
dramatically increase the number of dangerous
criminal aliens coming into ICE custody. That means
ICE must boost its capabilities to arrest, process,
detain, and ultimately remove aliens from the United
States. Finding solutions to identify, locate, and
detain criminal aliens currently considered at-large is
a high priority.
The Solution:
Transform ICE Business Processes
and Systems

To meet these demands, ICE is working to optimize
by modernizing and expanding detention
space, transportation resources, and staff. Automated
systems and greater process efficiency will speed
the removal of criminal aliens from the United States,
reducing the amount of time they spend in ICE
custody. Some of the modernization and process
enhancements include:

capacity

 Video teleconferencing to conduct
interviews and immigration hearings
 Computer technology to track the use of
detention beds and transportation systems
 Integrated case and detainee management
systems
 Working groups to address identifying,
locating and detaining criminal aliens who
are currently at-large

plans project nationwide coverage by 2013. For
more information including current status and
recent successes, please visit our website at:
www.ICE.gov/Secure_Communities

Secure Communities Fact Sheet

– September 1, 2009

These enhancements to the processes and systems
ICE uses to manage its criminal alien caseload are
designed to strengthen ICE capabilities to:
 Assess future needs for detention beds,
transportation, and staffing
 Optimize ICE’s overall operating efficiency
www.ICE.gov/Secure_Communities
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Fact Sheet
IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability
Goal of IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Justice/Federal Bureau of
Investigation (DOJ/FBI) are working together to meet the needs and challenges of national
security. These agencies are continuing to improve their technological capabilities to enable
more efficient information sharing among authorized officials from immigration, law
enforcement, and noncriminal justice agencies about known or suspected terrorists, criminals,
and immigration violators.
As a part of these improvements, DHS and DOJ/FBI are working together to establish
interoperability between the Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) of DHS’s USVISIT Program and the FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS).
The goal of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability is the near real-time exchange of biometric and
biographic information between agencies—transactions that are comprehensive, accurate, and
timely. IDENT/IAFIS interoperability will ensure that Federal, State, local, and tribal law
enforcement, authorized noncriminal justice agencies, and DHS immigration officials will have
better information for making decisions.
What are IDENT and IAFIS?

IDENT, the DHS biometric system, is maintained by US-VISIT primarily contains the biometric
information of non-U.S. citizens who are enrolled through US-VISIT and known or suspected
terrorists, criminals, immigration violators, and others. Through its biometric identification and
analysis services, US-VISIT helps DHS to establish and verify the identities of non-U.S. citizens
when they enter the United States at U.S. ports of entry. US-VISIT also enables the Department
of State to screen visa applicants when they apply for visas at U.S. consulates. IDENT is
transitioning from a 2-fingerprint, digital collection system to one based on 10 fingerprints.
The IAFIS, the FBI biometric system, is maintained by the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information
Services (CJIS) Division. The IAFIS is a 10-rolled fingerprint identification system that was
deployed in 1999 and is used by Federal, State, local, tribal, and international law enforcement,
along with authorized noncriminal justice agencies, to identify subjects with criminal history
information. The IAFIS is a repository of criminal history information, fingerprints, and criminal
subject photographs, as well as information regarding military personnel, civilian Federal
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employees, and other individuals, as authorized or permitted by Congress, the President, or other
lawful authorities.
Achieving IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability

DHS/US-VISIT and DOJ/FBI are completing IDENT/IAFIS interoperability in phases, the first
of which began in September 2006. In the first phase, DHS/US-VISIT and DOJ/FBI made
technology enhancements to IDENT and IAFIS that allowed the two-way sharing of biometric
and biographic information about limited categories of criminals and immigration violators.
These categories include all IAFIS wants-and-warrants, known or suspected terrorists, IDENTexpedited removals, and visa applicants whose applications were denied because the Department
of State determined that they would pose a substantial risk by entering the United States
(Category One visa refusals).
DHS and DOJ/FBI tested this first phase, known as the interim Data-Sharing Model (iDSM),
through a new automated information-sharing process with several agencies, including the
Boston Police Department (MA); the Dallas County Sheriff’s Office (TX); Harris County
Sheriff’s Office (TX); Wake County (NC), Henderson County (NC), Buncombe County (NC),
and Gaston County (NC); the Department of Defense; and the Office of Personnel Management.
With this new information-sharing process, Federal, State, local, and tribal law enforcement and
authorized noncriminal justice agencies have biometrics-based access to identity information
from DHS about the non-U.S. citizens they encounter. U.S. immigration officials have
biometrics-based access to criminal history information about people they encounter in near real
time to make faster and more informed decisions. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s
(ICE) Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) evaluates immigration information when
fingerprints match those of a Category One visa refusal or expedited removal and then notifies
the local ICE office if enforcement action is warranted. The agency requesting the information
receives automatic notification with limited biographic identity information and the individual’s
immigration status from DHS, in addition to criminal history information.
Second Phase

The second phase of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability builds upon the first phase of technology
enhancements.
In this phase, DHS/US-VISIT and DOJ/FBI increased search capabilities between the systems to
enable biometrics-based searches of the full IDENT, which contains approximately 100 million
identity records. The IAFIS continues to follow current business processes and returns a
response. Also, in addition to the response that agencies receive from ICE’s LESC when matches
occur, IDENT automatically responds with limited biographic identity information associated
with the fingerprints submitted. That may include name, date of birth, place of birth, gender, and
photograph (if available). The LESC response provides State, local, and tribal law enforcement
with a biometrics-based summary of the person’s immigration identity and status. ICE officials
continue to evaluate the immigration information and respond in a priority-based approach as
resources permit.
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During this second phase, US-VISIT is transitioning from a 2-fingerprint to a 10-fingerprint
collection standard, which is increasing fingerprint matching accuracy and complements the
IAFIS, which is based on 10 fingerprints.
Agencies that tested the first phase of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability benefit from technology
enhancements in the second phase. Additionally, DHS and DOJ/FBI have aligned further
deployment and other operational aspects of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability through ICE Secure
Communities. In the second phase of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability, DHS and DOJ/FBI are
expanding this capability to additional law enforcement agencies, primarily through ICE Secure
Communities.
Secure Communities

ICE is improving community safety by transforming the way the Federal Government cooperates
with State and local law enforcement agencies to identify, detain, and remove all criminal aliens
held in custody. Secure Communities streamlines the process for ICE to determine if an
individual in local custody is a potentially removable criminal alien.
Secure Communities is the cornerstone of DHS’s comprehensive plan to distribute integration
technology that will link local law enforcement agencies to DHS’s biometric system, in addition
to that of the FBI. IDENT/IAFIS interoperability will help ICE and local law enforcement
officers positively identify criminal aliens in prisons and jails. ICE officials will evaluate
immigration information and take action, giving top priority to offenders who pose a threat to
public safety, such as aliens with prior convictions for major drug offenses, murder, rape,
robbery, and kidnapping.
Respecting Privacy

DHS and DOJ ensure that all information exchanges comply with the Privacy Act and existing
privacy policies.
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Frequently Asked
Questions
INTEROPERABILITY BETWEEN US-VISIT’S

IDENT AND THE FBI’S IAFIS

Q: W hat are IDENT and IAFIS?
A: The Automated Biometric Identification

System (IDENT) is maintained by the United States
US-VISIT Program of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). It contains the biometric
information of non-U.S. citizens who are enrolled through US-VISIT, as well as known or
suspected terrorists, criminals, immigration violators, and others. With its biometric
identification and analysis services, US-VISIT enables DHS to establish and verify non-U.S.
citizens’ identities when they enter the United States at U.S. ports of entry, and enables the
Department of State (DOS) to screen visa applicants when they apply for visas at U.S.
consulates. IDENT transitioned from a 2-fingerprint, digital collection system to one based on 10
fingerprints.
The Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) is the biometric system of
the Department of Justice (DOJ) Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and it is maintained by
the DOJ/FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division. The IAFIS is a 10-rolled
fingerprint identification system that was deployed in 1999 and is used by Federal, State, local,
tribal, and international law enforcement agencies, as well as authorized noncriminal justice
agencies, to identify subjects with criminal history information. The IAFIS is a repository of
criminal history information, fingerprints, and criminal subject photographs, along with
information about military personnel, civilian Federal employees, and other individuals as
authorized or permitted by Congress, the President, or other lawful authorities.
Q: W hat is Shared Services?
A: Shared Services is the process

in which a user submits fingerprints to one biometric system
and searches an additional biometric system. For example, some DHS users currently submit
fingerprints to IDENT and those fingerprints are searched against both IDENT and IAFIS.
Through Shared Services, the FBI CJIS Division users submit fingerprints to the IAFIS and the
fingerprints are searched against both IAFIS and IDENT.
Q: W hat are the benefits of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability?
A: IDENT/IAFIS interoperability benefits participating agencies

by providing fingerprint-based
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searches not only of the IAFIS but also of the entire IDENT gallery for the first time through a
single query. With access to this information, authorized users can better verify identities and
make timelier, more informed decisions.
The Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) and the agency requesting the information receive automatic notification when fingerprints
match those in IDENT. ICE officials evaluate the immigration information and respond in a
priority-based approach as resources permit. The requesting agency is only contacted by ICE if a
detainer is issued.
Overall, DHS and DOJ/FBI continue to enhance interoperability to provide the right information
to the right decision-maker at the right time.
Q: Is this the first time that law enforcement officers have access to immigration history
information?
A: This is the first time that any law enforcement officers have had the ability to biometrically

search the entire IDENT gallery. Prior to IDENT/IAFIS interoperability, that access could only
be obtained through a biographic search.
Q: Whydidn’t DHSand DOJmake enhancements to their systems that enable better
information sharing sooner?
A: Previously, the technology and infrastructure were not available to make such enhancements.

Additionally, DHS completed its transition from a 2-fingerprint to a 10-fingerprint collection
standard, which complements the IAFIS.
Q: Do the new enhancements provide for the exchange of information on ALL criminals and
immigration violators?
A: Yes. These enhancements enable the exchange of information from IDENT, which contains

approximately 108 million records, as well as access to records in the IAFIS Criminal Master
File.
Q: How many immigration records will be searched by law enforcement?
A: IDENT contains approximately 108 million records.
Q: W hat categories of data are in IDENT?
A: The majority of records in IDENT are biometrics-based immigration

records for legitimate
international travelers, including records of visa applications, entries into the United States,
immigration benefit applications, and other immigration-related interactions.
IDENT also includes the US-VISIT watchlist, which integrates data to provide a resource for
biometrics-based records of criminals, immigration violators, known or suspected terrorists,
wants and warrants, sexual registrants, Department of Defense military operations, international
criminals, select State and local gangs being investigated by DHS, deported felons and
absconders, expedited removals, visa denials, recidivists and alerts, and adverse actions.
Q: W here did the fingerprints on the IDENT watchlist originate?
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A : The IDENT watchlist contains fingerprints from various agencies, including DHS, the
Departments of State and Defense, the FBI, and Interpol.
Q: W ill agency submissions continue to search against wants and warrants and known or
suspected terrorists (K STs) within the IAFIS?
A: Yes. Fingerprints are searched against both IDENT and IAFIS when they are submitted to

the

IAFIS.
Q: Must there be a conviction before the fingerprints will be searched against IDENT?
A: No. For a law enforcement agency participating in interoperability, all fingerprints submitted

electronically as part of a criminal booking process to the IAFIS are searched against IDENT.
Q: W hat percentage of records in IDENT are based on 2 fingerprints versus 10 fingerprints?
A: As of November 2009, approximately 70 percent of IDENT data is based on 2 fingerprints. In

the event that a criminal alien who has had a previous encounter and left a 2-print record is
encountered again, a 10-print record will be collected.
Q: W hat is the percentage of photographs in IDENT?
A: Approximately 95 percent of IDENT records include

photographs. The remaining 5 percent
include records where the photograph is unavailable or received at a later time.
The IDR may include an image placeholder to indicate that an actual photograph is not available
for that particular encounter. Research is being conducted into this issue in the interest of not
providing the placeholder as part of the IDR.
Q: W hat agencies will be able to search against the full IDENT/IAFIS?
A: DHS, DOJ, and DOS are working together to determine deployment to

additional authorized
criminal justice and noncriminal justice agencies. At the same time, Interoperability is being
deployed regularly to additional criminal justice agencies.
Q: Does the FBI CJIS Division require written authorization from the State identification
bureaus and/or the local law enforcement agencies authorizing their criminal submissions to
also be sent to the DHS US-VISIT program for searches against IDENT?
A: No. Written authorization is not required for this initiative. The FBI CJIS Division manages

the Fingerprint Identification Record System (FIRS) “…to support identification and criminal
history record information functions for local, state, tribal, and federal criminal justice agencies.”
(See 28 CFR 0.85(b) and 20.31.) The FBI CJIS Division may determine that forwarding criminal
fingerprint submissions to DHS for identification purposes is beneficial. If a State or agency
disagrees with the FBI CJIS Division determination, that entity may request an opportunity to
express its concerns to the FBI CJIS Division Advisory Policy Board.
Q: Can agencies submit civil applicant fingerprints to be searched against IDENT?
A: At this time, only civil submissions from the Office of Personnel Management have

been
approved to search against the full IDENT gallery. Future deployment of IDENT/IAFIS
interoperability to authorized agencies for criminal justice and authorized noncriminal justice
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purposes are currently under review by DOJ, DHS, and DOS, and will be considered on a caseby-case basis.
Q: W ill IDENT retain the fingerprint submissions from law enforcement agencies?
A: IDENT will only retain biometric and limited biographic data if there is a biometric

match to

an existing record in IDENT.
Q: W hen will other agencies or departments have access to this additional information?
A: Most agencies that participated in the initial deployment of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability

were transitioned to Shared Services beginning in October 2008. Through Secure Communities,
ICE developed a strategy to deploy this capability to certain additional law enforcement agencies
for a criminal justice purpose. During the initial deployment with Secure Communities, 48 sites
became participants. The Secure Communities initiative will continue deployment to additional
sites over the next three to five years. DHS, DOJ, and DOS are working together to determine
deployment to additional criminal justice and authorized noncriminal justice agencies.
Q: W hat is Secure Communities?
Secure Communities is the
A:

cornerstone of DHS’s comprehensive plan to distribute
integration technology that will link local law enforcement agencies to DHS’s biometric system,
in addition to that of the FBI. IDENT/IAFIS interoperability will help ICE and local law
enforcement officers positively identify criminal aliens in prisons and jails. ICE officials will
evaluate immigration information and take action, giving top priority to offenders who pose a
threat to public safety, such as aliens with prior convictions for major drug offenses, murder,
rape, robbery, and kidnapping.
Q: How does the new information-sharing process work?
A: DHS and DOJ/FBI are increasing search capabilities between

the systems to enable
biometrics-based searches of IDENT. The IAFIS continues to follow current business processes
and return a response. In addition to the IAFIS response, a DHS response is returned to the State
Identification Bureau (SIB) through the FBI CJIS Division. The DHS response includes limited
biographic identity information associated with the fingerprints submitted, including name, date
of birth, place of birth, gender, and photograph (if available) from IDENT, along with
immigration status information from ICE’s LESC. ICE officials will continue to evaluate the
immigration information and respond in a priority-based manner as resources permit.
Q: W hat is the Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) and what is its role?
A: The LESC is a national enforcement operations facility administered by ICE. It

is the single
national point of contact for providing timely immigration status and identity information to
local, State, and Federal law enforcement agencies on aliens suspected, arrested, or convicted of
criminal activity. The LESC supplies real-time assistance to law enforcement officers who are
investigating or have arrested foreign-born individuals involved in criminal activity. The primary
users of the LESC are State and local law enforcement officers seeking information about aliens
encountered in the ordinary course of their daily enforcement activities.
In this phase of IDENT/IAFIS interoperability, the LESC—and the official requesting the
information—receives automatic notification when fingerprints match those in an IDENT record.
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ICE officials evaluate the immigration information and take appropriate action. These agencies
receive an automated response from IDENT that includes basic immigration identity
information, such as name, date of birth, place of birth, gender, and photograph (if available).
This response, coupled with the response from the LESC, provides State and local law
enforcement with a biometrics-based summary of the person’s immigration identity and status.
ICE continues to determine the level of action, if any, that is required based on these encounters.
Q: W ill participating agencies receive additional response information as a result of Shared
Services?
A: Under Shared Services, participating law enforcement agencies receive an IAFIS response as

they normally do. They also receive a no-match IDENT Data Response (IDR) if there is no
match in IDENT or they receive a combined match IDR/Immigration Alien Response (IAR) if
there is a match with the IDENT data.
Q: How will participating agencies receive additional response information?
A: The distribution of this response is similar to the distribution of the IAFIS response.

If the SIBs are technically capable of receiving the DHS response, the FBI CJIS Division will
send it to the SIBs via the CJIS Wide Area Network (WAN). The SIBs will forward the
response to the local law enforcement agencies.
Q: How will W estern Identification Network (W IN) participating states receive the additional
response information?
A: The FBI CJIS Division will send the DHS response to the WIN through the CJIS WAN. The
WIN will ensure the state receives the DHS response.
Q: W hat system changes will participating agencies have to make to receive the additional
information?
A: The SIBs may have to upgrade their systems in order to be able to receive the additional

information. In order to prepare for Next Generation Identification (NGI), SIBs should allow for
the receipt of multiple additional responses. Under NGI, law enforcement agencies will have the
option to search multiple repositories. Although a search of IDENT will not be optional,
receiving the response from this search is expected to be optional. Local law enforcement
agencies should work with their SIBs to prepare for the receipt of additional information.
Q: W ill there be other changes to the additional information after the implementation of NGI?
A : After the implementation of NGI, agencies will not receive a response to their submission
from IDENT unless the Name of Designated Repository (NDR) field is populated with the

unique number assigned to the repository. For example, if a submitting agency would like to
receive a response from the Department of Homeland Security IDENT repository, the agency
would have to populate the number 9 in the NDR field.
Q: W hat is the IDR?
A: The IDR is the response

generated by IDENT after the completion of a search submitted by
the FBI CJIS Division. If there is a fingerprint match in IDENT, the FBI CJIS Division receives
the IDR and generates an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) to the LESC, using the information
contained in the IDR. The IDR contains the following information from the five most recent
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encounters stored in IDENT: name, date of birth, gender, place of birth, and digital photograph if
available.
Q: W hat is the IAR?
A: The IAR is the response

generated by the LESC in answer to an IAQ transaction submitted by
the FBI CJIS Division on behalf of authorized criminal justice agencies. Upon receipt of the
IAQ, a computer-generated message acknowledging receipt is automatically returned to the
inquiring agency. A positive-response IAR contains immigration status information.
Q: W hat can the law enforcement agency do with the IDR and IAR responses?
A: IDENT data can be used for identity verification and other criminal justice as well

as criminal
investigative purposes. This data is time sensitive and only reflects the presented identity of the
individual at the time the message is created. Agencies receiving IDENT data are required to
abide by use, dissemination, storage, and disposal requirements established in the IDENT SORN
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2007/07-2781.htm and respective data sharing agreements. The
IDR contains identity information, which is to be used by state and local law enforcement
agencies to help determine whether an individual is using an alias, or otherwise presenting
him/herself under a different identity than previously presented to another Federal agency. The
IAR provides a determination of immigration status at the time the message is created.
However, state and local law enforcement agencies are not authorized to take action against
suspected immigration violators (unless participating in the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement 287(g) Program). The IDR and/or IAR can either be maintained by the arresting
agency for its records or destroyed. Additional information is available in the IDENT Data
Response (IDR) Sharing Policy, which is included in the information packet distributed by ICE.
Q: Are there limitations on using IDR information?
A: Yes. The IDENT Data Response (IDR) Sharing Policy

is included in the information packets
distributed by ICE. The policy includes information on acceptable and unacceptable uses of IDR
information. If you have any questions on the use of photographs within the IDR, please send an
email to afis@dhs.gov with "IDR Photo Request" in the subject line, and provide the encounter
ID (EID), your Agency's name, and Point of Contact information.
The IDENT Data Response (IDR) Sharing Policy governs use by State, local, or tribal law
enforcement agencies receiving information through the DOS-DOJ-DHS Interoperability
program. The policy does not govern use by Federal agencies.
Q: W ho is the point of contact for the IDR and the IAR?
A: The LESC is the point of contact for the IDR and the IAR.

The contact information can be

found on the IAR.
Q: W hat is the process that law enforcement agencies must follow to inquire on subjects who
claim to be foreign-born?
A: First, await the IDR. If a “no match” IDR is returned, but the subject claims to be foreign-

born or his or her place of birth is unknown, the agency should follow existing policy.
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Q: Can State and local law enforcement officers take action against immigration violators?
A: No. Unless required by State regulation and/or authorized by DHS immigration officials,

State and local law enforcement officers are not authorized to take action against suspected
immigration violators. ICE’s LESC receives automatic notification when fingerprints match
those in IDENT. ICE officials evaluate the immigration information and take appropriate action.
Q: W hat is the end-to-end processing time for a law enforcement submission?
A: The IAFIS continues to return the current response in the same timeframe. The

IDR and IAR
response is expected to be returned to the State identification bureau in no more than four hours
after receipt of the submission, although most responses will be returned in a considerably
shorter timeframe.
Q: Is the IAFIS enhancement for the Immigration Violator File (IVF) available to law
enforcement agencies?
A: All IAFIS submissions began searching against the IVF records linked to an existing record

in April 2008. The IVF contains name-based records of subjects who are high enforcement
priorities for ICE. When a positive identification is made against an FBI record within the IAFIS,
the FBI record is searched against the National Crime Information Center IVF records. If a
match occurs, a notification is sent to the LESC. Notification to law enforcement agencies
regarding hits on the IVF will occur as part of the FBI’s Next Generation Identification (NGI).
Q: How do DHS and DOJ protect this information?
A: DHS and DOJ/FBI ensure that all information exchanges

comply with the Privacy Act of
1974, the EGovernment Act of 2002, and existing privacy policies.
Q: W hat are the data retention requirements?
A: The DOJ and DHS retain and dispose of the

data in accordance with the memorandum of
understanding for IDENT/IAFIS interoperability, utilizing their own records management
schedules, or, if applicable, general records schedules. For the DOJ, retention or use of
fingerprints must comport with State statutes, the Privacy Act of 1974, and the Paperwork
Reduction Act.
Q: W hat is the process for correction/removal of incorrect records?
A: The DOJ and DHS have their own redress procedures to process requests

for review or

correction, or both, of data collected by each agency.
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Secure
Communities

SECURE COMMUNITIES HELPS LAW ENFORCEMENT BY IDENTIFYING AND
REMOVING THE MOST DANGEROUS CRIMINAL ALIENS FROM COMMUNITIES
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is working to improve and modernize efforts to identify and remove
criminal aliens from the United States through a comprehensive, integrated strategy called “Secure Communities.” This strategy
complements and informs other programs and initiatives within ICE responsible for addressing the criminal alien challenge.
This initiative improves information sharing between federal, state, tribal and local law enforcement agencies to improve public
safety by preventing dangerous offenders from being released back into the community after they complete their sentence.

Identifying and Removing Dangerous Threats to Local Communities
Through a partnership between the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Department of Justice (DOJ), Secure
Communities enhances �ngerprint-based biometric technology used by local law enforcement agencies during their booking
process. This enhanced technology—IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability—enables �ngerprints submitted during the booking
process to be checked against FBI criminal history records and DHS records, including immigration status, providing valuable
information to accurately identify those in custody. This process applies to all individuals arrested and booked into custody, not
just those suspected of being foreign nationals.
When �ngerprints match DHS records, ICE is noti�ed and promptly determines if enforcement action is required. At the same
time, law enforcement may receive this immigration information through the state identi�cation bureau. Secure Communities
does not authorize local law enforcement to enforce immigration laws.
ICE prioritizes the removal of criminal aliens by focusing efforts on the most dangerous and violent offenders. This includes
criminal aliens determined to be removable and charged with or convicted of crimes such as homicide, rape, robbery,
kidnapping, major drug offenses or those involving threats to national security.

FROM THE CASE FILES: MURDERER WITH PRIOR REMOVALS
Los Angeles Police Department ofߜcers arrested a man for a minor offense—an outstanding warrant. During
booking, his ߜngerprints resulted in an IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability match, which automatically notiߜed ICE
of his arrest and his immigration history. The man had been removed from the United States four times since a
1992 homicide conviction. He also had several DUI convictions and a conviction for cocaine possession.
Because both criminal and immigration biometric systems were checked during booking, ICE was alerted
to his arrest, criminal history and prior removals. ICE took him into custody and the U.S. Attorney’s Ofߜce
accepted his case for criminal prosecution.1

1

Pursuant to Title 8 U.S.C. §1326.
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Bene�ts to Law Enforcement
The Secure Communities strategy helps to lift the burden that criminal aliens impose on local law enforcement and ensures that
the responsibility of enforcing immigration law remains with the federal government. This strategy works in concert with and
supports other ICE criminal alien enforcement efforts such as the Criminal Alien Program.

“Secure Communities provides local law enforcement with an effective tool to identify

dangerous criminal aliens. We use information sharing to prevent criminal aliens from
returning to our streets, with little or no burden on our law enforcement partners.

”

—Secure Communities Acting Executive Director Marc Rapp
No change to law enforcement current procedures. Secure Communities uses the �ngerprint based biometric technology used
by law enforcement today to automatically check arrestees for immigration information. This automatic process requires no
change to their daily operations.

More accurate identi�cation based on biometrics. Traditionally, law enforcement submits immigration status queries
to ICE based on biographic information, such as a subj ect’s name and date of birth, which can be easily falsi�ed. IDENT/IAFIS
Interoperability improves ICE’s ability to accurately determine the identity and immigration status of an individual in custody
because it relies on biometrics, which are virtually impossible to forge. Using biometrics can help immigration of�cials
determine if a subject is using an alias or has used an alias in the past, which may provide of�cers with prior criminal or
immigration records under another name.

Reduces the opportunity for allegations of racial and ethnic pro�ling. Secure Communities reduces the possibility
for allegations of racial or ethnic pro�ling because the �ngerprints of every individual arrested and booked into custody are
checked against immigration records, not just those manually submitted based on subjective indicators, such as something a
subj ect has said.

Prioritizes enforcementby targeting the mostdangerous criminal aliens �rst. Secure Communities prioritizes
the removal of aliens charged with or convicted of the most serious crimes �rst—homicide, rape, robbery, kidnapping and
others—preventing them from being released back into local communities after they complete their sentences.2

Commitmentfrom ICE to issue detainers around the clock. Secure Communities funded positions and provided
resources to enable ICE to issue detainers 24/7 on those amenable for removal from the United States.3

More information available to improve of�cer safety and for investigative purposes. Law enforcement may
receive criminal history and immigration information through the state identi�cation bureau, which may be useful for
of�cer safety and for investigative purposes.

For more information, visit www.ice.gov/secure_communities
2

As resources permit, enforcement action will also be applied to those charged with or convicted of lesser offenses.

3

Receipt of a detainer authorizes local law enforcement to detain the individual for up to 48 hours only (not including weekends and holidays).
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Major County Sheriffs’ Association
1450 Duke Street, Suite 207, Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Major County Sheriffs’ Association Resolution
Secure Communities
Whereas the Major County Sheriffs’ Association (MCSA), are elected leaders
collectively representing over 100 million Americans nationwide,
And, Whereas, it is their duty to serve their constituents and to safeguard
neighborhoods and communities against violence and crime as the chief law
enforcement officers within their respective communities,
And, Whereas, the identification and removal of criminal aliens aid in the
protection and safety of these streets and neighborhoods,
And, Whereas, Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) estimates there are
300,000 to 450,000 criminal aliens in prisons and jails throughout the U.S. who
are eligible for removal each year,
And Whereas, the ICE sponsored Secure Communities initiative promotes the
b6, b7c

enhanced partnership with law enforcement and the federal government,
And Whereas, Secure Communities has strategic goals and steps to identify,
detain and remove all criminal aliens in custody using up-to-date technology and
shared information between law enforcement agencies,
Now, Therefore, be it resolved, the Major County Sheriffs’ Association does
hereby recognize the critical need for an enhanced partnership with ICE and the
identification and removal of criminal aliens in custody. And whereby, the
removal of criminal aliens supports the mission of the MCSA Sheriffs to protect
and serve its constituents. The MCSA hereby supports the implementation of the
ICE Secure Communities initiative.

b6, b7c

PRESIDENT, MAJOR COUNTY SHERIFFS’ ASSOCIATION
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What Others Are Saying About
Secure Communities
A s of January 2010

Cam Sanchez, Chief of Police, Santa Barbara Police Department, Santa Barbara, CA

“[Secure Communities] assists us in putting some serious, dangerous felony criminals either in
our prison system or back to their country of origin.” (“Immigration Enforcement Program Big
Hit with Local Chief,” A B C - K EY T3 Santa B arbara, January 11, 2010)
“People need to really understand that this is about serious felons — serious criminals who are
committing some horrible crimes in our community — that need to be dealt with. And if, they
turn out to be undocumented, then I believe ICE needs to do what they have to do to remove
them from our country.” (“Immigration Enforcement Program Big Hit with Local Chief,” A BC K EY T 3 S anta B arbara, January 11, 2010)
Mike Thaler, Chief of Police, City of Pasadena, TX

“The best thing about this [Secure Communities] is we’re finally using technology to do a lot of
work very quickly.” (“City Implements Secure Communities Program,” Pasadena Citiz en,
December 9, 2009)
Johnny Isbell, Mayor, City of Pasadena, TX

“We’re excited about this program. If we can identify felons in particular we can save a life or
two here by getting them deported.” (“City Implements Secure Communities Program,”
Pasadena Citiz en, December 9, 2009)
Kevin Palmer, Police Spokesperson, City of Washington, D.C.

“We’re excited ... It’s going to enable our officers to have real-time information about the
individuals they have in custody and to help facilitate the removal of dangerous felons from our
communities." (“D.C. To Help U.S. Identify Illegal Immigrants In Jail,” W ashington Post,
November 13, 2009)
Bill White, Mayor, City of Houston, TX

“The Secure Communities program is faster and more automated because ICE computers make
the identification instead of relying on local resources and the interview process," says the
mayor. "We want something fast and complete that does not require us to take officers off the
street who could be solving crimes." (“Right solution: quit grandstanding on immigration,”
Houston Chronicle, November 4, 2009)
Stephen Fotopulos, Executive Director, Tennessee Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalition

“That program, Secure Communities, calls for every person arrested to be screened for possible
immigration violations when brought to jail. The Secure Communities program also puts
decisions about whom to put on a legal path toward deportation and whom to monitor or let go in
the hands of federal ICE agents, not local law enforcement officials.” (“Nashville council
continues immigration-status checks in jails,” T he T ennessean , October 21, 2009)
Secure Communities: Background, Process and Technology, Policy, Resources, Key Contacts
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Jim Leljedl, Spokesman, Broward County Sheriff ’s Office, Broward County, Fla.

“Instead of doing ink fingerprints on index cards and having people trying to sort through them,
it’s digital now…This is going to be the future, I think, of law enforcement.” (“BSO latest to join
fingerprint registry,” Trenton Daniel, M iam i Herald , August 28, 2009)
Lee Bacca, Sheriff, Los Angeles County, Calif.

“This is another tool to help identify those arrested for crimes…It will help keep our streets
safer, especially from those serious criminals who keep entering our country illegally.” (“ICE to
check LA arrests with FBI files,” Contra Costa T im es , August 27, 2009)
Stan Barry, Sheriff, Fairfax County, Va.

[Secure Communities] is a “win-win situation. We will be able to identify illegal immigrants who
commit crimes in Fairfax County and get them in the process for deportation, and it does not
require additional funds or manpower from us.” (“Sheriff’s Office Partners with ICE to Launch
Secure Communities Program,” Fairfax County Sheriff’s Office Press Release, March 9, 2009)
Sidney R. Fuller, Chief of Police, Farmers Branch, Texas

“The Farmers Branch Police Department is glad to participate in Secure Communities… It is
another program offered by ICE that helps us make our city safer by identifying and assisting in
the removal of criminal illegal aliens. This is a great example of using interagency cooperation
and technology to fight crime.” (“New program enhances identifying and deporting criminal
aliens in more north Texas law enforcement agencies,” K aufm an Herald , February 25, 2009)
David Byrnes, Sheriff, Kaufman County, Texas

“Secure Communities is a good program…by targeting criminal aliens, it definitely lends to
overall public safety.” (“New program enhances identifying and deporting criminal aliens in
more north Texas law enforcement agencies,” K aufm an Herald , February 25, 2009)
Buddy Burgess, Sheriff, Kinney County, Texas

“The IDENT system now in operation in Kinney County will not only take the criminal off the
streets of our County, but will remove the criminal alien out of our country…the system is used
on every person booked into our jail. We appreciate ICE giving us another tool to fight crime in
our community.” (“New Program Enhances Identifying and Deporting Criminal Aliens,” Jim
Kouri, N ational L edger, February 6, 2009)
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IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability
Submission Process Flow
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IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability Submission
Process Flow
1. The Local Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) will submit fingerprints to IAFIS
through the State Identification Bureau (SIB). This portion of the process flow
does not change and the IAFIS response is returned as usual.
2. While the submission is searching IAFIS, a biometric query is also sent to the
IDENT system.
3. If there is not a match in IDENT, a “no-match” IDENT Data Response (IDR) is
returned to FBI CJIS Division. If the capability exists, CJIS will send the “nomatch” response to the SIB, who in turn can provide the response to the LEA.
4. In the case of a match with the IDENT data, CJIS will receive a match IDR from
IDENT and generate an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ), which is then sent to the
Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) based on the biometric match.
5. The LESC responds to the local ICE office and to CJIS with an Immigration
Alien Response (IAR) indicating the subject’s immigration status.
6. The IDR and IAR are combined into one response to the SIB who in turn can
provide the response to the LEA.
7. The key here is to note that the local ICE office is also provided a copy of the IAR
and will provide the necessary follow-up.

NOTE: Exceptions may exist; e.g. the Western Identification Network (WIN). WIN
participating states will receive the new DHS responses from WIN. The state will then
provide the responses to the LEA if technically capable.
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

National Fingerprint File
National Fingerprint File (NFF) states send fingerprints to the FBI CJIS Division only at the time
of the initial arrest. Second or subsequent criminal bookings in the NFF states result in a
Criminal Print Ident (CPI) file maintenance message to the FBI CJIS Division. NFF states are
required to send the CPI message within twenty-four hours after the state system receives the
fingerprint submission from the local agency. The FBI/ CJIS Division made system changes in
order to enable NFF states to participate in biometric interoperability.
The Interoperability Process for NFF States – The FBI maintains only one criminal
fingerprint card submitted from each NFF state in which an individual has been arrested.
Subsequent arrest fingerprint cards from the same state are retained at the state level. In the case
of a subsequent arrest of a subject in an NFF State, the SIB will forward a CPI file maintenance
message, instead of a CAR, to the FBI CJIS Division. Receipt of the CPI file maintenance
message will initiate a search of IDENT.
CPI message includes:

State Arresting Agency Identifier – Originating Agency Identifier (ORI)
State Identification Number (SID) of record for which an NFF state identified a
subsequent criminal ten-print
FBI Number (FNU) of the identified record
The process for an initial arrest in the NFF states is the same as the CAR process.
The process for the CPI message entails the procedure listed below:
 FBI CJIS receives CPI notification via NCIC/III
 FBI CJIS utilizes the FBI number included in the CPI message to retrieve
fingerprint images from the master record
 FBI CJIS forwards the fingerprint images to the IDENT repository in a
manner similar to the CAR process.
It is im portant to note: The initial CAR transactions from NFF states will receive an
additional SRE from the FBI CJIS Division via the same channel as the current IAFIS
SRE.
Ordinarily , CPI m essages subm itted by N FF states w ould not result in an S R E from the
FB I CJIS Division via the CJIS W ide A rea Network (CJIS WAN).

N FF states, in

conf iguring the state sy stem f or receiv ing an additional response f or the initial arrest,
m ay have to take this factor into consideration.

Since NFF states are required to send the CPI message within twenty-four hours after the state
system receives the fingerprint submission from the local agency, the seven day date of arrest
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(DOA) filter currently in place for CAR submissions does not apply to CPI messages. All CPI
messages from participating ORIs are forwarded to IDENT.
CPI messages do not contain biographical data. NFF states do not provide the biographic
information for second or subsequent arrest to FBI/CJIS. However, the IDENT system will not
process a fingerprint submission unless the required fields listed below are populated.
FBI/CJIS populates the CPI-based submissions with the following default values:
 Name Field: CPI,CPI
000000
 DOB:
 Gender:
XX
FBI/CJIS does not retrieve biographic information from the master record because the biographic
data included in the master record may not be the same as the information that is provided at the
time of the current arrest which generated the CPI.
As of August 31, 2009, there are two NFF states, North Carolina and Florida, participating in the
biometric interoperability initiative.
The method that NFF states would use to recognize and match the DHS SRE returned from the
IAFIS might vary from state to state. For example, North Carolina uses a unique transaction
number assigned by the state system whereas Florida uses the SID.
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IDENT Data Response (IDR)
Secure Communities: Removing Criminal Aliens from Communities through Biometric
Information Sharing

The Department ofHomeland Security’s (DHS)Secure Communities initiative identifies and rem oves
crim inal aliens from your com m unity w ith m inim al im pact to your resources.

As a part of Secure Communities, DHS and the FBI have made their respective fingerprint
systems— Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) and the Integrated Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS)—interoperable, enabling local law enforcement to
receive additional identity and limited biographic information about individuals they book.
Participating local law enforcement will receive this information automatically when they submit
fingerprints to IAFIS via their State Identification Bureau (SIB); no additional steps are required.
This additional information, when available, may be used to verify the criminal’s identity or
reveal aliases. Note that identity information within IDENT is generally collected directly from
the individual and is not verified.
What’s New?
When participating local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) submit fingerprints to IAFIS through their
SIB, the fingerprints will also be searched against all IDENT data. The results of these searches will
return the regular IAFIS response and up to two DHS responses—IDENT Data Response (IDR) and, if
there is a match within IDENT, an Immigration Alien Response (IAR). IDENT integrates immigration
and border management information collected by U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, and the
Department of State, among other sources.
If the submitted fingerprints do not result in a match to an IDENT record, LEAs will receive their IAFIS
response as well as an IDR that says “No Match”. However, if the fingerprints submitted result in a
match to an IDENT record, LEAs will receive their IAFIS response and a combined IDR/IAR routed
through their SIB.
Identity information—name, date of birth, place of birth, gender, system record locator, or
Encounter ID (EID), and photo if available from the five most recent encounters within IDENT, if
available. The IDR does not contain immigration status information, nor can the information be
interpreted as derogatory. Most IDENT records are from legitimate immigration encounters, such as
entry into the country or a visa application.
IDR:
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Sample IDENT Data Response (IDR)

IAR:

Immigration information, including immigration status. The IAR is not a detainer.

DHS responses contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII), including photographs, and must be
treated as confidential and handled according to DHS privacy procedures*. At this time the only
authorized use for IDRs is for criminal bookings by state or local law enforcement. No civil searches,
such as background checks for employment (including law enforcement) are permitted.
Behind the Scenes of an IDENT Match

When fingerprints submitted by a LEA match an IDENT record, an IDR indicating the match is
forwarded to FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division. FBI CJIS Division then
populates and forwards an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) to the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center
(LESC). The LESC prepares and sends its response, in the form of an IAR, to FBI CJIS Division and
ICE’s Detention and Removal Office (DRO). FBI CJIS Division sends a second response containing
only the IDR/IAR to the SIB in the form of an SRE, which forwards them to the submitting LEA.
The DRO will contact the LEA to interview a subject, if necessary, and, if appropriate, lodge a detainer
with the LEA.
Guidelines for handling IDR information

An IDR should not be considered a derogatory response for an IDENT encounter. Many IDENT
encounters reflect non-derogatory encounters such as:
Visa applications
Entry at a Point of Entry (POE)
Immigration benefit application

The information in an IDR, including photographs, is Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and must
be treated as confidential and handled according to DHS privacy procedures*.
Note: DHS does not guarantee the accuracy of the information that is returned in the IDR, as most DHS
information is collected directly from the individual enrolled in IDENT.
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Questions?

If you have questions about IDRs, please contact your local ICE office for more information. Be
prepared to provide the Encounter Identification (EID) number when you call for assistance. Continue to
direct questions about IAFIS responses to the FBI CJIS Division.

*A s som eone w ho receives data from

DHS, it is your responsibility to protect inform ation that has been

entrusted to you. T his includes PII. A n im portant part of this duty is to exercise due care and ensure that
you properly use, protect, and dispose of all form s of PII. Do not share, disclose, or use this inform ation
outside of scope for w hich you have received this data. Specific guidance for handling PII, and the
handling of incidents of disclosure can be found on the DHS w ebsite for Privacy: www.dhs.gov/privacy
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

Electronic Biometric Transmission
Specification (EBTS)
Submissions Results Electronic (SRE)
Type 1 and Type 2 Records
Type 10 Records, if available

EBTS Fields
1.01: 193
1.02: 0201
1.03:
2<US>00<RS>
1.04: SRE
1.05: 2008731
1.07:
1.08:
1.09:
1.10:
1.11:
1.12:
2.001:
2.002:
2.009:
2.015:
2.018:

2.059: “N” or “I”
2.060:
2.073:
2.075:

Field Descriptors

Logical Record Length (LEN)
Version number (VER)
File Content: indicates the types of records included in the
message. For example, 2 below indicates there will a Type 2
record. If there is a photo, that will be indicated by a 10 below
the 2.
Type of Transmissions (TOT)
Date (DAT)
Destination Agency Identifier (DAI)
Originating Agency Identifier (ORI)
Transaction Control Number (TCN)
Transaction Control Reference (TCR)

Logical Record Length (LEN)
Originating Agency Case Number (OCA)
State Identification Number (SID)
Name (NAM)
Search Results Findings (SRF)
Status/Error Message (MSG)
Controlling Agency Identifier (CRI)
Electronic Rap Sheet (ERS)
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

Shared Services Responses
The State will receive two SRE type of transactions as responses: one from IAFIS and one
combining responses from IDENT/LESC
IAFIS Response will contain as it currently does:
o Type 1
o Type 2 records
IDENT and LESC responses will be received at the same time
o LESC response will contain the Immigration Alien Response (IAR) with Type 1 and
Type 2 records
IDENT response, referred to as IDENT Data Response (IDR), will contain:
o Type 1
o Type 2 records
o Type 10 records: photos as JPEG images
 Card Viewer, NIST Viewer or comparable software is necessary to view the
photo
IDR includes data for five most recent encounters in IDENT (biographic data from the
encounters could be repetitive)
SMTP/Header information will be the same for both SREs
ORI – USVISIT0Z will be listed in the 1.08 field to indicate that the SRE contains information
from IDENT
DAI information will be listed in the 1.07 field same as in the IAFIS SRE
TCN from the submission will be listed in the TCR 1.10 field
Field 2.018 in the additional SRE containing IDENT information will be populated with the
name from the submission
Field 2.015 will be populated with the state identification number (SID)
IDR information will be in field 2.075, containing five most recent encounters from IDENT
Field 2.059 will indicate the biometric match with either an “I” for a biometric match or “N”
for no match.
State identification bureaus (SIB) should have the capability to receive two SREs from IAFIS
in order to fully benefit from the shared services initiative
SIBs provide the information in the additional response to the local law enforcement agencies
Shared services response could or may be altered by the state before it is forwarded to the
appropriate law enforcement agency. The format presented in the outreach folders is in its
original form as distributed by FBI/CJIS.
SIBs might have to make upgrades to their state systems in order to receive interoperability
responses. In order to prepare for Next Generation Identification (NGI), SIBs should allow for
the receipt of multiple additional responses.
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Sample IDR/IAR Combined Response
1.01:161<GS>
1.02:0201<GS>
1.03:1<US>02<RS>
2<US>00<RS>
10<US>01<GS>
Type of
1.04:SRE<GS>
transaction
1.05:20080904<GS>
1.07:TX0000000<GS>
USVISIT ORI
1.08:USVISIT0Z<GS>
indicating response
1.09:sscn200824807988795<GS>
from IDENT
1.10: 42046114892<GS>
1.11:00.00<GS>
1.12:00.00<FS>
2.001:3456<GS>
2.002:00<GS>
2.015:TX07227801<GS>
2.018:TEST,TEST<GS>
“I” indicating a
2.059:I<GS>
match response
2.073: TX1081100<GS>
2.075: This record is being sent for identification purposes only. It does not convey
the individual's immigration status and is not an immigration detainer.
Statement on Disclosure of Visa Records
According to the Immigration and Nationality Act, section 222(f): The records
of the Department of State and of diplomatic and consular offices of the United
States pertaining to the issuance or refusal of visas or permits to enter the
United States shall be considered confidential and shall be used only for the
formulation, amendment, administration, or enforcement of the immigration,
nationality, and other laws of the United States.
The attached visa record may only be used for the purposes for which it is being
shared. Information in this record may not under any circumstances be disclosed
to any entity other than the receiving agency, including the general public,
without the express written consent of the Department of State (DOS). Any
questions concerning the interpretation of DOS visa records or the parameters
for disclosure of such records under INA section 222(f) must be addressed by the
DOS. However, should access to DOS visa records generate inquiries by receiving
agencies about a person's legal status in the United States, such inquiries
should be directed to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), which has
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

jurisdiction over questions of legal status in the United States.

------ MATCH -----EID = 1105048570
NAME = TEST,TEST
DOB = 19630101
POB = XX
SEX = F
EID = 1105046343
NAME = TEST,Heather P
DOB = 19650208
POB = CN
SEX = F
Photo Attached

*** LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE ***

IAQ RECEIVED: 10/14/08 10:47:42 PM
ORI/ WVFBIID00 ATN/ORI=TX1234567
PHN/3046252000
NAM/ TEST, TEST
DOB/ 19800128 CUS/ Y OFF/0399 PUR/ C POB/XX SEX/F
FBI/XXXXXXXX
ARN/XXXXXXXX SOC/
SID/XXXXXXXXXX
REM/ IDSM=sscn200824807988795ENCOUNTER
INFO[EID;LAST;FIRST;MIDDLE;DOB;POB;SEX]XXXXXXXX; TEST;
HEATHER;;XXXXXXXX;CN;F
**** QUERY MESSAGE TEXT ENDS - L.E.S.C. RESPONSE BEGINS ****
THIS IS NOT A GOVERNMENT DETAINER! THIS INFORMATION IS FOR
LAW ENFORCEMENT USE AND IS BEING PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL
PURPOSES ONLY.
*****************************************************
SUBJECT APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY REMOVED
*****************************************************
**** BASED ON THE INFORMATION PROVIDED *****
THE FOLLOWING I.C.E. RECORD APPEARS TO RELATE:
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

NAM/ TEST, TEST MIDDLE
DOB/ 19800128
POB/ HONDU --> HONDURAS
ARN/ XXXXXXXXX
FCO/ NRC
FBI/ XXXXXXXXX
SID/ FL06879901 ;TX08257161
DOE/ 20030101
FFN/ TEST
MFN/ TESTTUBE
DATE REMOVED/DEPORTED/EXCLUDED/ 20050101
FINAL CHARGE/I7A1 --> Immigrant not in possession of valid,
PORT DEPARTED/HLG
NOTE!! THIS PERSON APPEARS TO HAVE MULTIPLE REMOVALS
REM/ CRI: XXXXXXXXX
FINS: XXXXXXXX
I.C.E. RECORDS INDICATE THAT THIS SUBJECT WAS
REMOVED FROM THE UNITED STATES. NO RECORD
OF A LEGAL RE-ENTRY HAS BEEN FOUND.
**********************************************
IMPORTANT NOTICE
**********************************************
THIS PERSON MAY BE AMENABLE TO ARREST FOR
VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL STATUTES
AND/OR FOR IMMIGRATION ACT VIOLATIONS.
**************************************************
REQUESTING ORI INFORMATION:
AGENCY/FBI From US Visit
PHONE/
LESC QUERY ID:XXXXXXXX *** LIMITED OFFICIAL USE ***
END OF RESPONSE . . . .
<FS>
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

Sample IDR-No Match Response
1.01:193<GS>
1.02:0201<GS>
1.03:1<US>01<RS>
2<US>00<RS>
1.04:SRE<GS>
1.05:20080731<GS>
1.07:TX0000000<GS>
1.08:USVISIT0Z<GS>
1.09:sscn2008213000000270<GS>
1.10:42046114892<GS>
1.11:00.00<GS>
1.12:00.00<FS>
2.001:0002105<GS>
2.002:00<GS>
2.015:TX07227801<GS>
2.018:TEST,TEST<GS>
2.059:N<GS>
2.073:TX1081100<GS>
2.075:IDENT Data Response (IDR)

Type of
transaction
USVISIT ORI indicating
response from IDENT

“N” indicating a nomatch in IDENT

This record is being sent for identification purposes only. It does not convey
the individuals immigration status and is not an immigration detainer.
Statement on Disclosure of Visa Records
According to the Immigration and Nationality Act, section 222(f): “The records of the
Department of State and of diplomatic and consular offices of the United States
pertaining to the issuance or refusal of visas or permits to enter the United States shall be
considered confidential and shall be used only for the formulation, amendment,
administration, or enforcement of the immigration, nationality, and other laws of the
United States….”
The attached visa record may only be used for the purposes for which it is being shared.
Information in this record may not under any circumstances be disclosed to any entity
other than the receiving agency, including the general public, without the express written
consent of the Department of State (DOS). Any questions concerning the interpretation
of DOS visa records or the parameters for disclosure of such records under INA section
222(f) must be addressed by the DOS. However, should access to DOS visa records
generate inquiries by receiving agencies about a person's legal status in the United States,
such inquiries should be directed to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), which
has jurisdiction over questions of legal status in the United States.
- NO MATCH -
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U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Crim inal Justice Inform ation Services Division

Sample Error Responses
1.01:152<GS>
1.02:0201<GS>
1.03:1<US>1<RS>
2<US>00<GS>
Type of Transaction
1.04:ERRT<GS>
indicating an error
1.05:20080731<GS>
1.07:TX0000000<GS>
1.08:USVISIT0Z<GS>
1.09:sscn2008213000000270<GS>
1.10:42046114892<GS>
1.11:00.00<GS>
1.12:00.00<FS>
2.001:0002105<GS>
2.002:00<GS>
2.009:9163838806<GS>
2.060:L0013 DOA/DPR of [20090210] older than 7 days <GS>
2.073:TX1081100<FS>

Type of error

1.01:152<GS>
1.02:0201<GS>
1.03:1<US>1<RS>
2<US>00<GS>
Type of Transaction
1.04:ERRT<GS>
indicating an error
1.05:20080731<GS>
1.07:TX0000000<GS>
1.08:USVISIT0Z<GS>
1.09:sscn2008213000000270<GS>
1.10:42046114892<GS>
1.11:00.00<GS>
1.12:00.00<FS>
2.001:0002105<GS>
2.002:00<GS>
2.009:9163838806<GS>
Type of error
2.060:S0002 [EFTS-1031] Fingerprint 2 is amputated <GS>
2.073:TX1081100<FS>
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ICE Form 70-004 (Page 1) (12/08)
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ICE Form 70-004 (Page 2) (12/08)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT
And
[STATE IDENTIFICATION BUREAU]
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is to set forth the responsibilities
of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) and the State Identification Bureau (SIB) regarding implementation of the Secure
Communities (SC) initiative related to biometric interoperability. SC is a comprehensive
ICE initiative that focuses on the identification and removal of aliens who are convicted
of a serious criminal offense and are subject to removal, including the utilization of
advanced biometric and communications technology to share information among law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) to identify, detain and remove from the United States
aliens who have been convicted of a serious criminal offense and are subject to removal.

II. AUTHORITY
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) provisions regarding identification, detention,
arrest and removal of aliens (8 USC §1226(c); 8 USC §1226(d); 8 USC §1226(e); 8 USC
§1227(a) (2); and 8 USC §1228); the INA provision regarding liaison activities with
internal security officers and data exchange (8 USC §1105); and FY 2008 DHS
Appropriations Act (Pub. L. No. 110-161, 121 Stat. 1844, 2365 (2007)).

III. THE GOALS OF SECURE COMMUNITIES
ICE is committed to improving community safety by transforming the manner in which
the federal government cooperates with state and local LEAs to identify, detain and
remove aliens convicted of a serious criminal offense. ICE utilizes advanced technology
to improve information sharing among LEAs and will apply a risk-based methodology to
focus resources.
To accomplish this goal, ICE leverages business and technical agreements between the
DHS United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT)
Program’s Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation’s (FBI) Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division Integrated
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Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS). The combined biometric and
communications technology is known as IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability.
For the purpose of SC, the SIB and the state and local LEAs will continue to operate
pursuant to the FBI CJIS Division’s established policies and agreements. This MOA does
not affect a state’s existing relationship with the FBI CJIS Division. Rather, the MOA
builds on and enhances that relationship. Neither the SIB nor any state or local LEA that
is subject to this MOA will be responsible for determining an individual’s immigration
status or whether a particular conviction renders an individual removable pursuant to the
INA.
A.

The SC initiative focuses on three objectives:
i. Identify aliens in federal, state and local custody charged with or
convicted of a serious criminal offense who are subject to removal
and those aliens who have prior convictions for serious criminal
offenses and are subject to removal who are currently at large;
ii. Prioritize enforcement actions to ensure apprehension and removal
of aliens convicted of serious criminal offenses; and,
iii. Transform criminal alien enforcement processes and systems to
achieve lasting results.

B.

ICE will employ a risk-based approach to identify aliens charged with or
convicted of a serious criminal offense and incarcerated in jails and
prisons throughout the United States who are eligible for removal based
on the severity of their offenses. The risk basis for determining the threat
to community safety relies on a three-level hierarchy of aggravated
felonies and other serious offenses. Appendix A contains a description of
the state and federal criminal offenses that comprise Levels 1, 2 and 3.
i.

This approach will build on the ICE Criminal Alien Program
(CAP), which is currently in use in all federal and state prisons.

ii.

The SC risk-based approach classifies aliens convicted of a
criminal offense into three levels, starting with those who present
the greatest threat:

Level 1: Individuals who have been convicted of major
drug offenses, national security crimes, and violent crimes
such as murder, manslaughter, rape, robbery and
kidnapping;
Level 2: Individuals who have been convicted of minor
drug and property offenses such as burglary, larceny, fraud
and money laundering; and
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Level 3: Individuals who have been convicted of other
offenses.
iii.

ICE is committed to identifying aliens convicted of serious
criminal offenses who are subject to removal in all three category
levels, with a priority assigned on the basis of risk to individuals
convicted of Level 1 offenses. ICE continues to exercise
discretion through its field offices in taking enforcement action
in cases of aliens convicted of Level 2 and 3 offenses as each
situation demands. At no time shall this MOA be construed to
limit the discretion of ICE in managing detention resources.

C.

To facilitate the goals of SC, ICE is partnering with DHS components,
including U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) and the US-VISIT Program. ICE federal
interagency partners include the Department of State, Department of
Justice (DOJ), Bureau of Prisons, Executive Office for Immigration
Review, Executive Office of United States Attorneys, U.S. Marshals
Service and FBI CJIS Division. Appendix B contains acronyms and
abbreviations frequently used in the SC initiative.

IV. STATE IDENTIFICATION BUREAU (SIB) RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

The SIB responsibility under this MOA begins when the LEA submits a
Criminal Answer Required (CAR) request, as appropriate according to
CJIS procedure, to SIB of the state in which the individual is being
booked. SIB will then electronically send the fingerprints to the FBI CJIS
Division. Receipt of the CAR will initiate a search of both IAFIS and USVISIT IDENT. However, National Fingerprint File (NFF) states send
fingerprints to the FBI CJIS Division only at the time of the initial arrest.
Second or subsequent criminal bookings in the NFF states result in a
Criminal Print Ident (CPI) file maintenance message to the FBI CJIS
Division. In the case of a subsequent arrest for a National Fingerprint File
(NFF) state, SIB will forward a CPI file maintenance message instead of a
CAR to FBI CJIS Division. There is no change in IAFIS processing.

B.

If there is a match in IDENT, CJIS transmits the search results in a joint
IDENT Data Response (IDR) and Immigration Alien Response (IAR) to
the SIB. The SIB will in turn relay that response to the local LEA unless
the SIB does not have the technical capability to do so. A “no match IDR”
will be generated when a match is not found in IDENT.

V. ICE RESPONSIBILITIES
ICE will prioritize the processing of aliens convicted of Level 1 offenses. ICE will
detain and seek to remove Level 1 offenders after the completion of the
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individual’s sentence. For those aliens who have prior Level 1 convictions that are
discovered during the booking process, ICE will initiate steps to take such
individuals into custody for removal based on their prior Level 1 conviction(s) as
well as current charges, once the charges have been adjudicated.
A.

Once fingerprint information is received by IAFIS, it will be crosschecked against the DHS US-VISIT IDENT system.

B.

Upon receipt of an Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) from the FBI CJIS
Division that there has been a match with the subject’s fingerprint in
IDENT, ICE Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) will conduct an
immigration status determination.

C.

When an alien is identified as having prior Level 1 convictions and is
subject to removal or is currently charged with a Level 1 offense and is
subject to removal, ICE will take the alien into custody after completion of
the individual’s sentence or when released from local custody and will
institute removal proceedings, as necessary.

D.

ICE will rely on establishing in the field a “24/7” IDENT/IAFIS
Interoperability response capability and may utilize video teleconferencing
(VTC) to streamline the process of identifying and removing aliens
convicted of a serious criminal offense.

VI. PERIOD OF AGREEMENT
This MOA shall be effective upon signing by both parties and will remain in effect until
terminated by either party in accordance with the Section (below): MODIFICATIONS
AND TERMINATION.

VII. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The parties agree that, should any disagreements arise as a result of this MOA, the first
attempt at resolution shall occur at the program office level with the area(s) of
disagreement reduced to writing and submitted to the appropriate program office point of
contact (POC). If a resolution cannot be reached at this level, the disagreement will be
raised to the agency level in accordance with component procedures.

VIII. MODIFICATIONS AND TERMINATION
This MOA may be modified at any time by mutual written consent of both parties.
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This MOA will remain in effect from the date of signing until it is terminated by either
party. Either party, upon 30 days written notice to the other party, may terminate the
MOA at any time. A termination notice shall be delivered personally or by certified or
registered mail and termination shall take effect 30 days after receipt of such notice.
Either party, upon written or oral notice to the other party, may temporarily suspend
activities under this MOA when resource constraints or competing priorities necessitate.
Notice of termination or suspension by ICE shall be given to the SIB POC. Notice of
termination or suspension by the SIB shall be given to the ICE POC. The temporary
suspension of activities will take effect immediately upon receipt of such notice.
Use of IDENT/IAFIS for the purposes of racial and/or ethnic profiling or other activity in
violation of the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution is not permitted and
may result in the suspension of the local jurisdiction engaged in the improper activity.
ICE reserves the right to take appropriate remedial action if necessary.

IX. COSTS AND EXPENDITURES
Parties to this MOA are responsible for their own costs associated with carrying out
activities under this MOA. Nothing in this MOA is intended to imply that either Congress
or state or local legislatures will appropriate funding for activities under this MOA.

X. RELEASE OF INFORMATION TO THE MEDIA AND OTHER THIRD
PARTIES
SIB may, at its discretion, communicate the substance of this MOA to law enforcement
professional organizations expressing an interest in the law enforcement activities to be
engaged in under this MOA. It is ICE practice to provide a copy of this MOA to
requesting media outlets only after both parties have signed the MOA. Local LEAs are
authorized to do the same. However, the release of statistical information regarding the
SC initiative will be coordinated with the ICE Public Affairs Office POC identified in
Appendix D.
SIB hereby agrees, to the extent authorized by law, to coordinate with ICE regarding
information to be released to the media regarding actions taken under this MOA. The
POCs for ICE and the SIB for this purpose are identified in Appendix C.

XI. SUMMARY OF ICE AND STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
RESPONSIBILITIES
This MOA does not, nor is it intended to, nor shall be construed to create any rights,
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any person in any matter, civil or
criminal.
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By signing this MOA, each party represents it is fully authorized to enter into this MOA
and accepts the terms, responsibilities, obligations and limitations of this MOA.

Date: __________________________

Date: __________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Marc A. Rapp

Executive

Acting Director, Secure Communities

State Identification Bureau

Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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APPENDIX A

Secure Communities Levels and Offense Categories by NCIC Code
Level 1 Crimes
(NCIC Code)
National Security* (0101-0199,

Level 2 Crimes
(NCIC Code)

Level 3 Crimes
(NCIC Code)

Arson (2001-2099)

Military (0201, 2099)

Homicide (0901-0999)

Burglary (2201-2299)

Immigration (0301-0399)

Kidnapping (1001-1099)

Larceny (2301-2399)

Extortion (2102-2199)

Stolen Vehicles (2401-2411,

Damage Property (2901-2903)

1602, 5204-5299)

Sexual Assault (1101-1199)

2499)
Robbery (1201-1299)

Forgery (2501-2599)

Family Offenses (3801, 38043899)

Aggravated Assault (1301-1399)

Fraud (2601-2699)

Gambling (3901-3999)

Threats (1601)

Embezzlement (2701-2799)

Commercialized Sex Offenses
(4001-4099)

Extortion –Threat to Injure Person

Stolen Property (2801-2899)

Liquor (4101-4199)

Damage Property

Obstructing the Police (4802-

w/Explosive (2904-2906)

4899)

Traffic Offenses (5402-5499)

Bribery (5101-5199)

Resisting an Officer (4801)

Smuggling (5801-5899)

Health and Safety (5501-5599)

Weapon (5201-5203)

Money Laundering (6300)

Civil Rights (5699)

Hit and Run (5401)

Property Crimes (7199)

Invasion of Privacy (5701-5799)

Drugs (Sentence >1 year)

Drugs (Sentence < 1 year)

Elections Laws (5999)

(2101)
Sex Offenses (3601-3699)
Cruelty Toward Child, Wife (3802,
3803)

Conservation (6201-6299)
Public Order Crimes (7399)

*National Security violations include the NCIC coded offenses of Sabotage, Sedition,
Espionage and Treason (0101-0199); Terrorist Threats (1602); and Weapons,
Arson/Incendiary Devices and Bombing offenses (5204-5299).
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APPENDIX B

Acronyms and Abbreviations

Definition

Acronym/Abbreviation
CAP

Criminal Alien Program

CAR

Criminal Answer Required

CJIS

Criminal Justice Information Services

CPI

Criminal Print Identification

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

DOJ

Department of Justice

DRO

Detention and Removal Operations

FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

IAFIS

Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System

IAQ

Immigration Alien Query

IAR

Immigration Alien Response

ICE

Immigration and Customs Enforcement

IDENT

US-VISIT Automated Biometric Identification System

IDR

IDENT Data Response

LEA

Law Enforcement Agency

LESC

Law Enforcement Support Center

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

OI

Office of Investigations

ORI

Originating Agency Identifier

POC

Point of Contact

SC

Secure Communities

SIB

State Identification Bureau

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

US-VISIT

United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology
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APPENDIX C

Points of Contact
The ICE and SIB points of contact for purposes of implementation of this MOA are:

For the SIB:

For ICE Detention and Removal Operations (DRO):

For ICE Office of Investigations (OI):
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APPENDIX D
Public Information Points of Contact
Pursuant to Section X. of this MOA, RELEASE OF INFORMATION TO THE MEDIA
AND OTHER THIRD PARTIES, the signatories will coordinate with the ICE Public
Affairs Office regarding release of any information about Secure Communities and/or
IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability and agree to coordinate appropriate release of subsequent
information to the media regarding actions taken under this MOA. The points of contact
for coordinating such activities are:

For the SIB:

For ICE:
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Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE)
Secure Communities (SC)
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Distributed for adoption by participating county and local
law enforcement agencies
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Secure Communities Standard Operating Procedures
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Secure Communities (SC) initiative makes the removal of aliens convicted of serious
criminal offenses from the United States a priority. The SC initiative’s three main objectives are:
(1) identify aliens in federal, state, and local custody charged with or convicted of serious
criminal offenses who are subject to removal and at large aliens convicted of a serious criminal
offense who are subject to removal; (2) prioritize enforcement actions to ensure apprehension
and removal of aliens convicted of serious criminal offenses; and (3) transform criminal alien
enforcement processes and systems to achieve lasting results.
The premise behind SC technology is biometric interoperability between the Department of
Justice (DOJ) Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) Criminal Justice Information Services
Division (CJIS) Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) and the
Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator
Technology’s (US-VISIT) Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT). The
IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability interface connects the FBI fingerprint system housed in the FBI’s
CJIS Division with a DHS fingerprint system maintained by the US-VISIT program. Through
IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability, a single query by a participating local law enforcement agency
(LEA) checks both systems and confirms the identity and immigration status of a subject being
processed during incarceration booking.
This Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) document details SC processes that enable response
messages to be routed to the FBI CJIS Division and individual State Identification Bureaus
(SIBs). The SOP also documents ICE’s roles and responsibilities as an SC partner.
Participation in SC at the state level is predicated on a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA),
signed by ICE and the participating SIB or other state authorized agency. SC is separate from
the ICE 287(g) program and, as such, participation in SC will not adversely affect local agency
participation in ICE 287(g) activities.

1

Use of IDENT/IAFIS for the purposes of racial and/or ethnic profiling or other activity in
violation of the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution is not permitted and may
result in the suspension of the local jurisdiction engaged in the improper activity. ICE reserves
the right to take appropriate remedial action if necessary.

2.0

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

2.1 The Secure Communities Process
The SC process leverages existing FBI CJIS Division business practices to identify aliens
convicted of a serious criminal offense. At the time of each booking, participating LEAs
submit fingerprints to their SIB. The SIB electronically transmits the fingerprints to the FBI
CJIS Division. However, National Fingerprint File (NFF) states send fingerprints to the FBI
CJIS Division only at the time of the subject’s initial arrest. Thereafter, criminal bookings
occurring subsequent to an initial arrest in NFF states result in transmission of a Criminal
Print IDENT (CPI) file maintenance message to the FBI CJIS Division. The following sub-

1

If future clarification becomes necessary, SC may make enhancements to this SOP.
3
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sections of the SOP describe the process used to confirm the identities of aliens convicted of
a serious criminal offense who are subject to removal.

2.1.1 Local LEA submits fingerprints to the FBI CJIS Division through their SIB:
As appropriate, the local LEA will submit a Criminal Ten-Print Submission (Answer
Required) (CAR) transaction, in accordance with FBI CJIS Division procedures, to its
SIB. SIB will electronically send the fingerprints to the FBI CJIS Division. FBI CJIS’
receipt of the CAR will initiate both IAFIS and IDENT searches. There is no change in
IAFIS processing.
2.1.2

National Fingerprint File (NFF): The FBI maintains only one criminal
fingerprint card per individual per NFF state in which there has been an arrest.
Subsequent arrest fingerprint cards from a state where the individual was
previously arrested are retained at the state level. When there is a subsequent
arrest of a subject in an NFF state, rather than forwarding a CAR, SIB will send a
CPI file maintenance message to FBI CJIS. FBI CJIS’ receipt of the CPI file
maintenance message will initiate an IDENT.
2.1.2.1 The process for an initial arrest in an NFF state is described in 2.1.1 above.
2.1.2.2 The process for the CPI message is as follows:



FBI CJIS receives CPI notification via National Crime Information Center
(NCIC)/Interstate Identification Index (III). The CPI message contains the
instant charge(s) for which the subject is being booked



FBI CJIS utilizes the FBI number included in the CPI message to retrieve



FBI CJIS forwards the fingerprint images to the IDENT repository

fingerprint images from the master record

2.1.3 FBI CJIS Division returns IAFIS search results on fingerprint submissions:
SC’s IDENT/IAFIS Interoperability component will not interfere with the current
processes used by FBI CJIS to return IAFIS’ Submissions Results-Electronic (SRE)
responses to the requesting state. The originating local LEA will continue to receive FBI
IAFIS responses to fingerprint submissions through its SIB.
2.1.4

FBI CJIS Division returns a second response to the SIB:

If there is a positive fingerprint match in IDENT, FBI CJIS will send an automatic
Immigration Alien Query (IAQ) to the ICE Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC).
LESC then makes an immigration status determination on the subject and simultaneously
sends that status determination, known as an Immigration Alien Response (IAR), to FBI
CJIS Division and to the ICE Field Office responsible for the contributing LEA. FBI
CJIS will then return the IAR, along with an IDENT Data Response (IDR), to the SIB via
the CJIS Wide Area Network (WAN) using the same channel as the current IAFIS SRE.
This response is known as the “match IDR/IAR” message. If the state employs message
routing, the SIB will route this additional message to the local LEA.

The first portion of the match IDR/IAR message contains biographic information on up
to five DHS encounters with that individual, and may include: full name, date of birth
(DOB), place of birth (POB), gender, system record locator, and photograph (if
4
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available). The second portion of the IDR/IAR message is the IAR. The IAR is the
LESC status determination regarding the subject’s alienage as well as the subject’s
possible removability.
If there has been a fingerprint match, and the state has implemented message routing to
local LEAs, and IDR/IAR message will be sent to the SIB within four hours of FBI CJIS
receiving the subject’s fingerprints. If there is no fingerprint match, no IAQ is generated
by the FBI CJIS Division, and if the state has implemented message routing, a no match
IFR will automatically be sent to the originating local LEA through the SIB within 24
hours of the fingerprint submission.
Initial CAR transactions from NFF states will receive an additional SRE from FBI CJIS
through the same channel as the current IAFIS SRE. If there is a match, the SRE will
consist of the joint IDR/IAR. If there is no match, the SRE will consist of a “no match”
IDR. Note: NFF states will also receive an additional SRE response to CPI messages.
Ordinarily, CPI messages submitted by NFF states would not result in an SRE from the
FBI CJIS Division.

2.1.5

ICE issues Immigration Detainer:

For SC purposes, Level 1 offenses include the following state or federal crimes: national
security violations, homicide, kidnapping, sexual assault, robbery, aggravated assault,
threats of bodily harm, extortion or threat to injure a person, sex offenses, cruelty toward
child or spouse, resisting an officer, weapons violations, hit and run involving injury or
death, and drug offenses involving a sentencing to a term of imprisonment greater than
one year. Level 2 offenses are primarily property crimes and Level 3 offenses are other
crimes, primarily misdemeanors. Offenses that comprise Levels 1, 2 and 3 are included
in Appendix A.
When ICE determines an alien has been charged or convicted of a Level 1 offense that
could result in removal, or when an alien who is already subject to removal is charged
with a Level 1 offense, ICE will file an Immigration Detainer (Form I-247) at the time of
booking with the local LEA that has custody of the alien. Appendix C contains a sample
Form I-247. ICE recognizes the arrested alien may be released before the detainer is
issued. In such instances, ICE may request the local LEA’s provide information on the
alien’s identification and location.

5
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2.2 Requested Local LEA Cooperative Actions
The local LEAs cooperation is vital to completing the processes of identifying, detaining and
removing aliens convicted of serious criminal offenses. The LEAs cooperative actions will
help ensure the identification, detention and removal process is effective and efficient. ICE
requests that the LEAs:

2.2.1 Abide by Immigration Detainer conditions:
The local LEA will abide by the conditions stated in the Immigration Detainer, Form I247.
2.2.2 Place detainer in subject’s file/record:
The local LEA will ensure the detainer is placed in the alien’s file/record.
2.2.3 Inform ICE if subject is transferred or released:
The local LEA will notify ICE when an alien’s release or transfer to another location is
imminent. This notification should occur thirty days in advance of any release or
transfer, or as soon as known, if less than thirty days.
2.2.4 Allow access to detainees:
The local LEA will allow ICE Agents and Officers access to detainees to conduct
interviews and serve documents.
2.2.5 Assist ICE in acquiring information about detainees:
The local LEA will locate and identify the booking and/or detention information on any
alien against whom ICE has lodged a detainer.

2.2.6 Process IDR/IARs according to FBI CJIS and US-VISIT policy:
The local LEA will comply with FBI CJIS and US-VISIT rules and regulations when
processing IDR/IAR message transmissions.
2.2.7 If authorized, discontinue automated IAQ transmissions:
In some jurisdictions, an automated IAQ message is transmitted to LESC when a
subject’s POB is entered as “unknown” or “other than United States” during the booking
process. Where the local LEA has the authority and discretion to do so, upon deployment
of IDENT-IAFIS Interoperability, the local LEA will discontinue such automated IAQ
processing. IDENT-IAFIS Interoperability automatically performs a function similar to
the automated process, making blind booking an unnecessary duplication. However, if a
“no match” IDR is received, the LEA has the option of initiating a name-based query to
the LESC through the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (NLETS).
2.2.8 Outreach to Community:
Participating LEAs are encouraged to include SC in community policing and other citizen
outreach activities. Where possible, LEAs, in coordination with the local ICE DRO
office, are encouraged to explain this initiative to civic and other non-governmental
organizations through departmental engagement channels.

6
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3.0

SECURE COMMUNITIES IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

3.1 Fingerprint Submission and Response Details
This section of the SOP describes the process ICE will use to confirm the identities of
removable aliens who have been charged with, or convicted of, serious criminal offenses.

3.1.1 Preferred method for submitting fingerprints by the local LEA:
Fingerprints from the LEA are electronically submitted to IAFIS. This fingerprint
submission should occur at the earliest possible point in the booking process.

3.1.2 FBI CJIS receives fingerprints and sends a copy to DHS US-VISIT:
When FBI CJIS receives fingerprints submitted by the local LEA, and a copy is
automatically forwarded to US-VISIT. CAR and CPI file maintenance messages will be
forwarded to US-VISIT for fingerprint searches in IDENT.

3.1.3 Fingerprints are searched against the FBI IAFIS and the DHS IDENT
fingerprint systems:
Fingerprints are simultaneously searched against IAFIS and IDENT fingerprint
repositories. The process for routing IAFIS fingerprint submissions and responses
remains unchanged, and the same process will continue under SC.
3.1.4 IAFIS and IDENT search results are processed:
If there is a positive fingerprint match in IDENT, FBI CJIS generates an IAQ that is sent
to the LESC. In states where the SIB has implemented message routing to local LEAs, a
“no match” in IDENT will result in FBI CJIS sending of a “No Match” IDR message to
the originating local LEA through its SIB. No IAQ will be generated or sent to the LESC
in the case of an IDENT “no match” response. Please refer to Section 2.2.7 to initiate an
IAQ if a “no match” IDR response is received.
3.1.5 LESC receives IAQ and conducts status determination:
The LESC receives the IAQ from FBI CJIS and initiates an immigration check to
determine both the alien’s immigration status and criminal history.

3.1.6 LESC sends an IAR to FBI CJIS Division and the ICE Detention and
Removal Operations (DRO) Field Office:
LESC creates an IAR denoting the alien’s immigration status, criminal conviction history
and pending criminal charges. In case of a fingerprint match in IDENT, within four
hours of submitting fingerprints to IAFIS and IDENT, LESC returns the IAR to FBI
CJIS. The LESC concurrently sends an IAR to the local ICE DRO Office.
3.1.7 ICE DRO Field Office issues Detainer (Form I-247):
Upon receipt of the IAR from the LESC, ICE will determine whether a detainer (Form I247) should be lodged against the alien. If a detainer is determined to be appropriate, the
ICE Field Office will lodge the detainer with the local LEA.

7
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3.2 ICE Actions upon Receipt of IAR
Actions described in this section are the steps ICE will take after a determination is made
regarding the alien’s immigration status and criminal charge.

3.2.1 Determine subject’s alienage and removability:
ICE alone will determine the subject’s alienage and removability. When necessary, ICE
will interview the subject to determine or validate alienage, criminal history and
removability.

3.2.2 Interview subject (if necessary):
Subject interviews may be conducted in person, telephonically, or through video
teleconferencing (VTC).

3.2.3 Issue detainer if subject is charged with a Level 1 offense:
Once ICE determines the subject has previous serious criminal convictions, or is
currently charged with a serious criminal offense considered to be a Level 1 offense and
is removable, ICE will lodge an Immigration Detainer (Form I-247).
3.2.4 Take custody of subject:
In accordance with the language in the ICE Immigration Detainer (Form I-247), ICE will
assume custody of the alien within 48 hours (not counting Saturdays, Sundays, or federal
holidays) of notification of the subject’s release. Upon taking an alien convicted of a
serious criminal offense into custody, ICE will take immediate action to remove such
aliens.
3.2.5

Removal of subject with pending charges:

Normally, ICE will not remove an alien until pending criminal charges are adjudicated.
If ICE desires to remove an alien whose charges have not been adjudicated, ICE will
make all efforts to inform the local LEA, the prosecutor and the court with jurisdiction
over the criminal offense on the status of the subject’s removal proceedings.

8
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4.0

APPENDIX A

Secure Communities Levels and Offense Categories by NCIC Code
Level 1 Crimes
(NCIC Code)
National Security* (0101-0199,

Level 2 Crimes
(NCIC Code)

Level 3 Crimes
(NCIC Code)

Arson (2001-2099)

Military (0201, 0299)

Homicide (0901-0999)

Burglary (2201-2299)

Immigration (0301-0399)

Kidnapping (1001-1099)

Larceny (2301-2399)

Extortion (2102-2199)

Stolen Vehicles (2401-2411,

Damage Property (2901-2903)

1602, 5204-5299)

Sexual Assault (1101-1199)

2499)
Robbery (1201-1299)

Forgery (2501-2599)

Family Offenses (3801, 38043899)

Aggravated Assault (1301-1399)

Fraud (2601-2699)

Gambling (3901-3999)

Threats (1601)

Embezzlement (2701-2799)

Commercialized Sex Offenses
(4001-4099)

Extortion –Threat to Injure Person

Stolen Property (2801-2899)

Liquor (4101-4199)

Damage Property

Obstructing the Police (4802-

w/Explosive (2904-2906)

4899)

Traffic Offenses (5402-5499)

Bribery (5101-5199)

Resisting an Officer (4801)

Smuggling (5801-5899)

Health and Safety (5501-5599)

Weapon (5201-5203)

Money Laundering (6300)

Civil Rights (5699)

Hit and Run (5401)

Property Crimes (7199)

Invasion of Privacy (5701-5799)

Drugs (Sentence >1 year)

Drugs (Sentence < 1 year)

Elections Laws (5999)

(2101)
Sex Offenses (3601-3699)
Cruelty Toward Child, Wife
(3802,3803)

Conservation (6201-6299)
Public Order Crimes (7399)

*National Security violations include the NCIC coded offenses of Sabotage, Sedition,
Espionage, and Treason (0101-0199); Terrorist Threats (1602); and Weapons, Arson/Incendiary
Devices, and Bombing offenses (5204-5299).
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5.0

APPENDIX B
Acronyms and Abbreviations

Acronym/Abbreviation

Definition

CAR

Criminal Answer Required

CJIS

Criminal Justice Information Services

CPI

Criminal Print Identification

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

DOJ

Department of Justice

DRO
FBI
IAFIS

Detention and Removal Operations
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System

IAQ

Immigration Alien Query

IAR

Immigration Alien Response

ICE
IDENT
IDR
III
LEA

Immigration and Customs Enforcement
US-VISIT Automated Biometric Identification System
IDENT Data Response
Interstate Identification Index
Law Enforcement Agency

LESC

Law Enforcement Support Center

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

NCIC

National Crime Information Center

NLETS

National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System

SC

Secure Communities

SIB

State Identification Bureau

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SRE

Submission Results Electronic

US-VISIT

United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology

10
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Secure Communities Standard Operating Procedures-Sample Immigration Detainer, Form I-247

6.0

APPENDIX C

b6, b7c
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US-VISIT IDENT Data Response Sharing
Policy
Purpose

The United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT) Program may
release or disclose IDENT data response (IDR) information, including photographs and facial
images, to appropriate State, local, and tribal agencies seeking information on the subjects of
wants, warrants, and lookouts; for administering or enforcing the law; and for national security,
immigration, and intelligence purposes, in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding
for Improved Information-Sharing Services (referred to as “Interoperability”) among the
Departments of Justice, State, and Homeland Security, dated July 1, 2008. State, local, and tribal
law enforcement agencies may use IDR information obtained through Interoperability as set
forth below.
The only authorized uses of IDR information by State and local law enforcement agencies are:
To ascertain the identity of an individual detained or in custody
To assist law enforcement in an ongoing investigation related to the individual in custody
As part of a law enforcement investigative case file
For use in photographic arrays or lineups in which the individual is a suspect in the
investigation or in which witness identification is being sought
For use in wanted posters/flyers1
Any other use of IDR information is prohibited. Prohibited actions include any of the following
uses, and any use other than the authorized uses listed above:
Any purpose beyond the intended use by the original collector
Use in photographic arrays or lineups in which the subject of the IDR is not the subject of
the investigation
Data-mining purposes2

1

With permission of the data owner(s).

2

The Data Mining Reporting Act defines the term “data mining” as follows: “…a program involving pattern-based
queries, searches, or other analyses of one or more electronic databases….”. Public Law 110-53, 121 Stat. 266,
Section 804.
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Developing a database of IDR information, including photographs, in which the
individual is not a subject of interest or a suspect and does not have a nexus to a crime
Credentialing nongovernment employees
Public service announcements
Press conferences
Educational purposes
Crime awareness campaigns
Retention

Photographs and other IDR information may be retained if the individual in question is suspected
in a crime, convicted of a crime, or has a nexus to a criminal investigation. If the individual is not
suspected in a crime, or has no nexus to an investigation, photographs and other IDR information
may not be retained any longer than necessary to confirm the identity of the individual.
Dissemination

Law enforcement agencies that retain photographs and IDR data because the individual is
suspected or has a nexus to a crime may share IDR data with other law enforcement agencies
associated with that case or part of a joint task force. All other law enforcement agencies
requiring information contained in the IDR should submit those requests through processes
established with the Departments of Justice and Homeland Security.
Other Data-Sharing Initiatives

This policy does not affect any data-sharing agreements or arrangements that Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) components may have with agencies that receive IDRs. Such
agreements or arrangements will occur under existing DHS guidelines, rules, and processes for
data sharing.
Points of Contact

If you have any questions on the use of photographs within the IDR, please send an email to
afis@dhs.gov with “IDR Photo Request” in the subject line, and provide the encounter ID (EID),
your Agency’s name, and point of contact information.
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Law Enforcement Grants for Technology
Upgrades
ICE Secure Communities does not have grant authority, nor does the FBI CJIS
Division. Based on our own research we have compiled a summary of grant programs
that may fund automated fingerprint identification systems and systems upgrades. This
is not meant to be an exhaustive list, but rather a resource for getting started.
Moreover, this is not a guarantee funds will be granted, but rather a means to make
agencies aware of possible funding opportunities. Please check with your State
Administrative Agency for the most up-to-date information.
Local law enforcement agencies that are interested in securing funds but that have
limited experience with grant applications may want to obtain assistance from
organizations and programs—also funded by DOJ. Two such programs that
concentrate on technology and information sharing are the Integrated Justice
Information System (IJIS) Institute and SEARCH.
Agencies can review the IJIS suite of programs and initiatives at www.IJIS.org, and
contact the program for information about possible grant programs that support
technology and information sharing acquisitions.
SEARCH (www.SEARCH.org) offers technical assistance to local and state justice
agencies in the development, management, improvement, acquisition and integration
of their automated information systems. Services include limited technical assistance to
departments that want to acquire technologyto support their agency’s participation in
Secure Communities. To find out more about SEARCH technical assistance regarding

Saf
e Communities technologies, visit the organization’s technical assistance web page
(http://search.org/products/ta/). SEARCH governance includes a Membership Group
(http://search.org/about/membership/) and many of the representatives administer
agencies that oversee State Identification Bureaus.

DHS Funding Opportunities

For FY 2009, the Department of Homeland Security is emphasizing 6 priorities:
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Measuring progress against the National Preparedness Guidelines
Strengthening preparedness planning, training and exercises
Strengthening improvised explosive devices (IEDS), IED deterrence,
prevention, protection and response capabilities
Emphasizing information sharing capabilities

Strengthening medical readiness
Strengthening preventive radiological/nuclear detection capabilities

Law Enforcement Terrorism Prevention Program (LETPP)

LETPP focuses upon the prevention of terrorist attacks and provides law enforcement and
public safety communities with funds to support intelligence gathering and information
sharing.
Web site:
http://w w w.fem a.gov/doc/governm ent/grant/hsgp/fy09_hsgp_ij_referenceguide.doc

Buffer Zone Protection Program (BZPP)

BZPP provides funding to increase the preparedness capabilities of jurisdictions
responsible for the safety and security of communities surrounding high-priority predesignated Tier 1 and Tier 2 critical infrastructure and key resource (CIKR) assets,
including chemical facilities, financial institutions, nuclear and electric power plants,
dams, stadiums, and other high-risk/high-consequence facilities, through allowable
planning and equipment acquisition.
Web site: http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/bzpp/index.shtm
Operation Stonegarden (OPSG)

The FY 2009 OPSG provides funding to designated localities to enhance cooperation and
coordination among federal, state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies in a joint
mission to secure the United States borders along routes of ingress from international
borders to include travel corridors in states bordering Mexico and Canada, as well as
states and territories with international water borders. Local units of government at the
county level or equivalent and federally-recognized tribes may apply for funding from
DHS through the State Administrative Agency (SAA). Eligible states include Ariz.,
Calif., Idaho, Maine, Mich., Minn., Mont., N.M., N.Y., N.D., Puerto Rico, Texas, Vt.,
and Wash.
Web site: http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/opsg/index.shtm
State Homeland Security Grant Program (SHSP)

SHSP enhances capabilities through planning, equipment, training and exercise activities.
Website: http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/hsgp/index.shtm#1
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Transit Security Grant Program (TSGP)

TSGP provides grant funding to the nation’s key high-threat urban areas to enhance
security measures for their critical transit infrastructure including bus, ferry and rail
systems.
Web site: http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/tsgp/index.shtm#0
Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI)

The UASI program focuses on enhancing regional preparedness in major metropolitan
areas. The UASI program directly supports the National Priority on expanding regional
collaboration in the National Preparedness Guidelines and is intended to assist
participating jurisdictions in developing integrated regional systems for prevention,
protection, response, and recovery. 62 major metropolitan areas across the United States
are eligible for these grant funds.
Web site: http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/hsgp/index.shtm#1
DOJ Funding Opportunities
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program (JAG) allows state and
local governments to support a broad range of activities to prevent and control crime and
to improve the criminal justice system.

Funds can be used for state and local initiatives, technical assistance, training, personnel,
equipment, supplies, contractual support, and information systems for criminal justice, as
well as research and evaluation activities that will improve or enhance law enforcement
programs related to criminal justice.
Website: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA /grant/jag.html
provides financial and
technical support to states to improve the accuracy, utility, and interstate accessibility of
criminal history records and enhance protective order records involving domestic
violence and stalking, sex offender records, automated identification systems and other
state systems that support national records systems and their use for background checks.
National Criminal History Improvement Program (NCHIP)

Assistance is available to promote participation in and improve the interface between
states and the national records systems including: the FBI administered National Instant
Criminal Background Check System (NICS), National Protection Order File, National
Sex Offender Registry (NSOR), and the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification
System (IAFIS)
Website: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/nchip.htm
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State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP)

This program provides financial support to state and local corrections institutions that
have illegal criminal aliens in their custody.

Funds have been used to pay for salaries for corrections officers, overtime costs
performance-based bonuses, corrections work force recruitment and retention,
construction of corrections facilities, training/education for offenders, training for
corrections officers related to offender population management, consultants involved
with offender population, medical and mental health services, vehicle rental/purchase for
transport of offenders, prison industries, pre-release/reentry programs, technology
involving offender m anagem ent/interagency inform ation sharing , and disaster
preparedness continuity of operations for corrections facility.
Website: http://w w w.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA /grant/scaap.htm l
Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS)

The COPS Office distributes funding through a wide range of programs, both as grants
and cooperative agreements. COPS funding helps law enforcement agencies across
America meet an ever-increasing range of challenges with community policing.
COPS Technology Grants: COPS Technology grants provide funding for the continued
development of technologies and automated systems that help Tribal, state, and local law
enforcement agencies prevent, respond to, and investigate crime. This funding allows
state agencies to purchase technologies to advance communications interoperability,
information sharing, crime analysis, intelligence gathering, and crime prevention in their
communities.

Website: http://w w w .cops.usdoj.gov/Default.asp?Item =34
Current Solicitations:

The following websites list current solicitations for DOJ funding/grant programs with
deadlines:
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/funding/current.htm

 Provides a current listing of funding opportunities from the National Institute of
Justice
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/funding/solicitations.htm

 Provides a current listing of open solicitations for the Office of Justice Programs
including but not limited to the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Bureau of
Justice Statistics and the National Institute of Justice.
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528

U.S. Immigration & Custom Enforcement’s (ICE) Secure Communities:
How to file a complaint alleging violations of civil rights and civil liberties
Secure Communities is ICE’s comprehensive strategy to improve and modernize efforts to identify and
remove dangerous criminal aliens from the United States. As part of the Secure Communities strategy,
ICE is deploying a biometric identification information sharing capability to more quickly and accurately
identify criminal aliens in local law enforcement custody.
ICE is committed to ensuring that the biometric identification technology and information sharing
agreements it has with law enforcement partners across the country are used appropriately. To that end,
ICE encourages reporting any allegations of racial profiling, due process violations, or other violations of
civil rights or civil liberties related to the Secure Communities initiative. The complaint reporting process
provides a clear, consistent mechanism by which alleged violations of civil rights and/or civil liberties
may be addressed by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
Complaints alleging violations of civil rights or civil liberties should be submitted in writing via letter, fax
or e-mail to:
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
Review & Compliance Unit
245 Murray Lane, SW
Building 410, Mail Stop #0800
Washington, DC 20528

Web:
Phone:
Toll Free:
Email:
Fax:
Local TTY:
Toll Free TTY:

http://www.dhs.gov/civilliberties

(202) 401-1474
(866) 644-8360
civil.liberties@dhs.gov

(202) 401-4708
(202) 401-0470
(866) 644-8361

Complaints are accepted in languages other than English and may be filed on behalf of someone else.
When filing a complaint on another’s behalf, express written consent from the individual on whose behalf
the complaint is being filed is also required.
The Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (CRCL) at DHS is authorized to review, assess and
investigate allegations of abuses of civil rights, civil liberties, and profiling on the basis of race, ethnicity,
or religion, by employees and officials of DHS, or through DHS programs and activities (6 USC 345 and
42 USC 2000ee-1). For additional information, call toll free at 1-866-644-8360 or visit
www.dhs.gov/civilliberties.
CRCL recommends that complaints include the following information:
A ppropriate contact inform ation: name, date of birth, A-number (if any or available), and contact
information for the alleged victim; and name and contact information for the organization filing
the complaint (if any).
A w ritten description of the alleged violation, including: date, time and location; name(s) and
contact information of any witnesses; and name and contact information (if available) of the DHS
employee(s) alleged to have committed the violation or the relationship of the alleged violation to
a DHS program.
R elevant docum entation, including: copies of any paperwork served at or provided during the
arrest and detention process, such as arrest records, detainer documents, and conviction records.
A summary of other steps, if any, that have been taken to resolve this complaint.
CRCL will initially refer complaints to the DHS Office of the Inspector General. The complaint may later
be referred to the relevant DHS component or investigated internally by CRCL.
Privacy Act Statement: The information you provide will be used in accordance with 5 USC 552 (Freedom of Information Act), 5 USC 552a (Privacy Act), 6 USC 345 (Homeland Security
Act), 44 USC 3101 (Federal Records Act), and other relevant federal laws. While we will seek to prevent unnecessary disclosure of the information you provide, we may need to share some of
this information with relevant persons. Also, we may be required by law or government policy to release information, in whole or in part, to other government agencies, Congress, and other
private individuals. Such disclosures may be mandatory under the Privacy Act, the Freedom of Information Act, the Federal Records Act, and other statutes or regulations. When disclosures are
made, personal information will be redacted to the extent permissible. A discussion of your rights under the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act can be found at
http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/call/foia.htm.
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Key Contacts
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Secure Communities

Web site: www.ice.gov/secure_communities
Phone: (202) 732-3900
E-mail: secure.comm unities@dhs.gov
US-VISIT

Web site: www.dhs.gov./usvisit
Phone: (202) 298-5200
E-mail: afis@dhs.gov
U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation Criminal Justice Information Services Division

Web site: www.fbi.gov/hq/cjisd/about.htm
Phone: (304) 625-5590
E-mail: liaison@leo.gov
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